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Critical Preface
In her pivotal essay "Laugh of the Medusa," Helene Cixous identifies womankind as,
"We the precocious, we the repressed of culture, our lovely mouths gagged with pollen, our wind
knocked out of us, we the labyrinths, the ladders, the trampled spaces, the bevies – we are black
and we are beautiful. We're stormy, and that which is ours breaks loose from us without our
fearing any debilitation" (349). Cixous is arguing for a specifically feminine aesthetic in writing,
but this passage has always seemed to me to be more universal. In other words, rather than
identifying simply the plight of the feminine writer, Cixous is commenting on the status of
womankind as a universal whole. She is labyrinthian and complicated, exists in the bevies and
trampled spaces with her mouth gagged and her body broken. In this, there is an awareness of
death, an awareness of breaking and of being actively taken apart by society and by nature – and
yet, in her embracing of these things there is also a beautiful storm, and in the most dangerous
moments there is both an awareness of transformation and a lack of fear and debilitation. This
idea of transformation is what strikes me and reminds me that in the pivotal "Theory and Play of
the Duende" Lorca writes that the "arrival of the duende presupposes a radical change to all the
old kinds of form, brings totally unknown and fresh sensations, with the qualities of a newly
created rose, miraculous" (7). I believe that what Cixous hints at in "Laugh of the Medusa",
finally, is an understanding of the concept of duende that is wholly feminine, and in forming this
thesis project I became consciously aware of continuing the construction of this feminine duende
in my own work.
When I began this project, all I knew was that I wanted to write about the women in my
family: my mother and grandmother and my sisters, their bodies, and the ways that they had been
broken and made stronger. Early in the process of choosing poems and writing new work I
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knew that if I was going to be including and writing work on those stories, I could not ignore
poems about my own body and experiences. I also knew that I couldn't tell any of these stories
without also looking at the things which break women, and the things which rebuild them.
Finally, I knew that I couldn't share these poems about my mother without also including the
poems that focus on the death of my father, and our shared experience in losing him. Once I
realized that I couldn't fully tell the narrative of these moments – of my family and our loss and
the social constructs that surround these things – it became clear to me that I wasn't only telling
my story in a confessional way. I was, instead, concerned with the idea of those experiences that
break women and the transformative power of recognizing and moving through them.
This, of course, is not a new path. In 1979’s “Infection in the Sentence: The Woman
Writer and the Anxiety of Authorship” Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar write “surrounded as
she is by images of disease, traditions of disease, and invitations both to disease and to dis-ease,
it is no wonder that the woman writer has held many mirrors up to the discomforts of her own
nature” (29). Lorca writes “The duende works on the dancer’s body like wind on sand. It changes
a girl, by magic power, into a lunar paralytic, or covers the cheeks of a broken old man, begging
for alms in the wine-shops, with adolescent blushes: gives a woman’s hair the odour of a
midnight sea-port: and at every instant works the arms with gestures that are the mothers of the
dances of all the ages” (12). I believe that it is through the transformative power of duende that
the mirror on the discomforts of womanhood and femininity that Gilbert and Gubar puts into the
hands of women writers comes to have real meaning
I believe I'm exploring this feminine duende aesthetic in two general areas. First,
thematically, through poems focused on an awareness of death and of pain, on the female body
breaking, and also through poems of transcendence and poems of witness which I believe are
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integral to a feminine aesthetic. Also, I believe that this work also explores the idea of duende in
form. First, with varied poetic forms such as prose poetry and hybrid poetry alongside more
traditional poems which stretch the idea of line and white space, tension and momentum. Finally,
with a focus on non-chronological storytelling which I believe allows space for duende within
the poems themselves, and within the work as a whole.
The first and most important basis of this aesthetic is an intense focus on the female body
– one which in many cases ties the literal and physical examination of the body to larger
concepts: a larger social context, or a revelation on the nature of the feminine. One of the most
nuanced examples of this can be found in Elizabeth Spires' poem "The Bodies", which details the
bodies of women of different generations who come together in a sauna with the speaker of the
poem. I reference this work in my own poem "For Elizabeth Spires" but in a larger sense I used
"The Bodies" as a guide for many of my own poems. In Spires, the women of the sauna are
“naked, disproportionate, lush, / hung and burdened with flesh” (3-4). They are real, everyday
women with whom the reader can identify; average, ordinary, and completely natural. Here,
early in the poem, is where the idea of the flawed society that changes these women is first
eluded to. The women are portrayed as “orchids blooming” (5), but something in their
environment has caused them to “open slowly/…blooming out of season” (4-5). That
environmental force is described later, as the women question how they will be able to come
together through “doors […] chains […] linkages” (14), all mechanisms of modern society used
to keep people apart. As they ask “How shall we be joined? / How shall we know each other?”
(13-14) the reader can see that the nature of these women is affronted by the knowledge that their
society seeks to keep them separated. But here, in the sauna, they can come together as a “rank
and file” (17) army, “row upon row” (17) of women who know the expectations of their society,
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but who can come together briefly to escape them. They can “give up their pose” (11), and
simply enjoy the purity of being women. There is a pity for men inherent here because men are
“searching/ without knowing what it is they search for” (24-25). It is implied that the women
have found what they were searching for among the other women; it is the men, who have no
avenues for this type of closeness with each other, who never shall.
In Spires, the women in the sauna serve as symbols of a greater idea. Among them we see
the natural progression of time as it affects a woman’s body, mentality, and life. Each step in this
passing of time that is “moving without pause” (18) is represented in the bodies of the women
gathered there. The younger women are “androgynous” (20), in the sense that a man’s presence
in their lives is not necessary for their satisfaction. They exhibit characteristically male traits,
such as the strength of will to accomplish goals on their own. In this sense they are “complete
unto themselves” (20). However, androgynous here should not be assumed to signify that these
young women are hermaphroditic. They are described as “willows” (19), which implies that they
are probably tall, thin, and wispy: a description of conventional female beauty. The next
distinct group of women introduced, the mothers, have gone beyond this headstrong phase of
youth. Though they still adore these “little moons” (22) that circle them, they do not necessarily
long for their own youth again. Instead, they are portrayed as a symbol of stability. Just as a
planet’s gravitational pull prevents its moons from spinning violently into space, so do the “great
bodies of the mothers” (21) keep the “young girls” (19) anchored and safe from their tendencies
to spin away violently into life. They no longer exhibit the willowy nature of the young,
however. Their “great bodies” (21) are large, firm, and “lush” (3): making them a stable and
comforting presence. The last group, the “mothers of the mothers” (23) is the final, and
presumably the most advanced, stage of womanhood. These grandmothers are “old” and “wise”
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(24), showing that they have worth in society despite the fact that they are “ponderous and slow”
(24). In this world that is so “cold, still, and expectant” (32), these women are the keepers of
wisdom. They are the leaders in this “rank and file” (17) army that the speaker sees assembled.
Here again the speaker connects the women with natural things. Presumably, it is the natural
order of a society for the elders of the society to be the wise ones, for the youth to be
tempestuous and headstrong, and for those in-between to be the mediators between the two.
In the environment of the sauna the speaker feels connected to the other women and thus,
feels more connected to herself saying: “Sweat beads my forehead. / Heat rings my breasts, like
circlets,/and I am my body, all shimmering flesh” (6-8). Her “secrets are whispered” and her
“stories told” (9) along with those of the rest of the women. Here she feels a sense of solidarity
and a closeness that the world around her does not allow, and her tone is relaxed and meditative.
However, when the speaker leaves this environment and walks “into the great body of the world”
(31) all of this changes. Suddenly alone again, after the comforting closeness she has just
experienced, she is “taken by the dark” (33) and begins to wonder about her significance in her
world. Here her tone becomes more immediate, sharper, more pleading. Spires’ choice to change
the tone of the poem so dramatically here emphasizes the effect that leaving the safe haven of the
sauna has on the speaker. Before, in safety and comfort, there had been no need for immediacy,
and this connection between the bodies of the women and the lessons learned by connecting to
the "great body of the world" is an example of the transformative moment and awareness of
duende. Not in a way that is sudden and consuming, but in a more subdued way that seems
organic and feminine.
Many of my poems throughout this collection attempt to make this same connection. In
"Two for Flinching" the focus on the body in pain is used to highlight a moment of sexual
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awakening, as the speaker comes to realize her sexual attraction to another girl in the context of
"bruises blooming" on her "skin, ripe, like Anna Marcos" (9-10), and the transgressive and
transformative desire is "like fireworks/sparking under my hands, sudden nameless need" as the
other girl hits her, "so hard that it flashes/electric in my spine" (14-17). In "Showering With My
Mother" the literal moment of the poem is involved with in intimate attention to my mother's
body after an embarrassing incident of urinated on herself in public: "shivering in/her own sweat
cooling the heat building across her chest" (6-7) , "breasts sagging, nipples/and feet aching" (1011), "the urine hanging acrid to her skin" (15). The poem, though, is hopeful, highlighting the
connection between the speaker and the mother both in spite of and because of the
"battle/waging under her skin" (4-5). In each of these examples, the pain and breaking of the
body is the catalyst in the poem for realization and transformation.
A major theme that I seem to gravitate toward when exploring this idea of pain and the
body is betrayal showcased in various ways: Betrayal by society in the case of war or socialized
injustices, betrayal in relationships where I tend to focus on adultery and the consequences of
such and also on coming of age and the various awkward betrayals inherent in it, and finally in
the betrayal of the body and mind in the sense of self-harm, the infirmities of age, and death. I
find that one of the best ways I can portray this in poetry is through the use of literary or artistic
allusion and mythological and religious imagery. I'm most interested in places where these iconic
stories fall apart, where they can be juxtaposed with a sense of brokenness and loss. To begin
section three I use a subtitle from Cixous' pivotal essay "Laugh of the Medusa" in which she
links a woman's power, though for Cixous this is a diffuse sexual power, to a woman's language.
She writes, "She lets the other language speak – the language of 1000 tongues which knows
neither enclosure nor death" (351).

I chose this quotation for section three because this idea of
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this almost mystical, mythic language speaks to the mythological lens that appears as a trope in
many of my poems.
Mythological references, particularly, I think are most powerful when used to explore the
connections that can be made from the inherent violence in many of these stories to larger
moments of loss and transformation. The poems in which I make mythological allusions draw
from my own mixed ethnic and religious background. In "Myths of Creation", for example, I try
to examine a horrific moment in my own mother's life – a moment where her first husband held a
gun to her in front of my older siblings – through this mythological lens. The poem begins,
While the children watch wide-eyed, her husband shoves
the gun barrel into my mother's mouth, finger on the trigger,
For years she becomes a new Cipactli – rough thick skin,
one hundred wide mouths of sharp white teeth gaping,
always hungry. She is created in this moment […]. (1-5)
Drawing from my mother’s heritage, this poem of my mother's story becomes entwined with the
mythological stories of Cipactli, Coatlique, and Xochitl. This alignment is indicative of the
situation presented by theorist Julia Kristeva in “Women’s Time” where she aligns the feminine,
and motherhood specifically, with the depictions of women as both “creatures” and “creatresses”
in literature. She writes that “this identification also bears witness to a woman’s desire to lift
the weight of what is sacrificial in the social contract from their shoulders, to nourish our
societies with a more flexible and free discourse, one able to name what has thus far never been
an object of circulation in the community: the enigmas of the body, the dreams, secret joys,
shames, hatreds of the second sex” (874). To this list, I would add another item: the victories. In
“Myths of Creation”, through the innate violence of these particular Aztec myths, each with their
own examinations of rape and domestic violence, I believe that the final lines "her smile
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stretches sharp white teeth, lips tight/around the flared head of his gun" (35) becomes a much
stronger image of my mother's rejecting that same violence from her own husband.
In Beth Newman's "The Situation of the Looker-On: Gender, Narration, and Gaze in
Wuthering Heights" (1990), Newman address analysis of theorists like Jacques Lacan, Sigmund
Freud, and Laura Mulvey to ask the question, "Is the gaze male?" (453). Newman is examining
the act of gazing as it gives power to female characters, and the ways in which that is contested
and problematized. Freud's understanding of the Medusa myth, for example, connects the
feminine gaze to a sense of horror that she provokes amongst men, while Lacan connects the
returned female gaze to castration anxiety. In both cases, this idea of the female gaze, of the
woman's unique position to view and comment on the world by returning the patriarchal gaze in
spite of her lack of access to masculine power, seems to be a unique tool for women discussing
society. I would argue that this same returned gaze allows for poetry of witness that is integral to
a uniquely feminine idea of duende. Like a Venn Diagram, Lorca writes of the bull fight “The
bull has its own orbit: the toreador his, and between orbit and orbit lies the point of danger,
where the vertex of terrible play exists” (12). When the feminine voice is put in place of the
onlooker, the gaze returned against the poem’s subject, it allows for this space of witness,
violence, and transformation in the spaces where the orbit of the subject and the witness
converge.
Poems like Robyn Rowland's "Unspoken Stone in a Stubborn Sea – Epic of Inishbofin"
embrace this idea of witness. In the poem, the speaker imagines herself addressing adventurers
who are risking dangerous sea waters in the Irish town of Bofin throughout history. She writes,
You could be lucky – go back to the house for a sweater
like John Moran, boat leaving without you, or survive one storm
to die in another, or simply be following those fish with their slinky tails
flashing rainbows across the white spume above the breakers
8

when the storm strikes in '27,
killing forty-five from the island and coast,
ending driftnet fishing in the rowboats of Bofin.
You might be two young students in '76 from the prairies of Kansas
where the sky was their sea – boundless blue, deep with air, tideless.
Adventure a slick of shining in their eyes,
They knew nothing of salty rips. Climbing The Stags –
antlers of rock reaching toward heaven – limbs taut in the
unconquerable strength of youth, they watched the tide cut them off.
A huge thing the sea, growing bigger, wider, churning up panic. (120 - 134)
By placing the speaker in this position to watch these events, to comment on them and to them,
but by not giving the speaker any agency to actually change them – in other words, by placing
the speaker of the poem in a position as witness and spectator, but not as a participant – Rowland
is able to comment and criticize on the social constructs of Ireland throughout the poem. Later,
she writes, "And they took the boats. And the right of an Irish man to own one.//Today the
harbor catches the traveler looking for safe tide." (53) The examination in the poem isn't just
historical or biographical. The poem ends with an intimate connection to a new adventurer.
Your father loved the sea so much he travelled to the coast
when he heard the whisper of death, grew you up with salt in your veins,
languages in your mouth and islands in your bones.
You are not from here. You grew into it, stone by stone, plant by plant.
You are knotted with through marriage, through your longing,
and your soul sings here, knowing as many do
that home is not always the place your birth gives you. (154 - 160)
Because the unique position of the speaker outside of the action of the poem allows her the
ability to connect the plight of the Bofin adventurers to much larger underlying social issues and,
through the pain inherent in that connection, to a sense of eventual realization and affirmation.
Still, there is, at least to me, something cold and impersonal about Rowland's lack of a
first-person "I" speaking through her poem. In other poets where I see these techniques, I find
that it is possible to have both the first-person commentary and the sense of the returned poetic
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gaze of the witness.

In Breda Ryan's "To Paul, A Refutation" it comes in the narration, inside

the poem, of someone who is identified by another, more authorial speaker, only as "the wife."
When I have buried my husband, said the wife,
and wept to the moon,
I'll take the brush with the dented back
and unravel the knots in my hair,
splash my face and hands with water,
walk out in high heels.
Wearing careful gray cashmere and high collar,
I'll stead my nerve with red wine
and wait among the instruments of torture,
evidence of what women make me do.
I'll write what was dictated:
Is it better to marry? (31 - 43)
Here, by having the poem be told through the subject's narrative, and not through the speaker, it
is possible for Ryan to make a connection to the larger social construct of religious expectations
that are acting in the poem. The final rhetorical question “Is it better to marry?” becomes
indicative both of the subject's tension, a reference to 1 Corinthians 7.9 which is quoted in the
poem's epigraph, and of the nature of the speaker herself in her role as someone who cannot
answer questions, cannot act on the subject. It is only the subject herself who can both decide
and write that "it is better to burn" (44) to end the poem.
One of my favorite examples of this thematic movement in my own poetry is in the prose
poem "Running", though. The poem was born from a story I was told when I began teaching at
an inner city school. My classroom had been the site of an attack on a former teacher who was
stabbed by a student. Fellow teachers pursued the student and caught her as she fled the scene.
Later, it was discovered that the teacher had been sexually abusing the student. In "Running" the
speaker places herself in the role of the pursuing teachers, and the focus throughout the poem is
on the juxtaposition of the attacking student's body – "I crush the fragile shell of her skin into the
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dew wet grass, feel her heart pounding a frantic, shrill rhythm through her spine as I kneel over
her" (7-8) – and the violent scene that had been left at the classroom – "his blood spread through
her fingers, stained her white thighs where she’d left him lying in a burgundy pool of it outside
his own classroom door" (3-4). The speaker, though, is helpless either to end the tragedy or to
protect the girl. Like Ryan, I use the technique of rhetorical questioning to show this at the end of
the poem: "my hands land heavy and her heart pounds an unfulfilled beat against my panting
chest, the same way it must have pounded against his -- don’t you think I would have done
something? Don't you think?" (14-17). I use the same technique in the poem that I believe is one
of the pivotal poems for this collection, "Sleeping Venus, or An Elegy for Carina Saunders" in
which the final line includes "What can we say, we who have never bled?" which is, of course,
the line I chose to use as a title for this book because I believe as a whole the idea of not
bleeding, of standing as witness, is just as integral to my aesthetic as the stories of those who
have bled.
"Sleeping Venus, or an Elegy for Carina Saunders", grew out of a project for a course on
antropoesia with Tim Hernandez where I took as my subject for the course the human trafficking
of young girls in my home state of Oklahoma. The first drafts of this poem were very vague,
trying to encompass large views of the problem. It wasn't until giving the poem a very specific
focal point – the still unsolved slaying of human trafficking victim Carina Saunders in 2011 –
that I was able to really conceptualize the poem in a way that gave it power. Here, too, I believe
that applying a lens of allusion gives the poem a stronger figurative level. In "Sleeping Venus," I
look at the subject through a comparison to the famous painting by Titian Giorgione in 1510.
When Giorgione paints her she is a revolution, one arm
raised in rebellion, the other with fingers against the brush
strokes, her blushed and hidden sex. I study her mounted
in my office between interviews, before Amber tells me
11

everyone knew what was happening to me. The room is littered
with articles and lists, bullet pointed statistics that track
the I-40 corridor and the numbers of missing bodies, women
found in dumpsters. Venus, she is in a duffel bag tossed behind
a Homeland Grocery, nineteen years old. Two men, they say,
Obey, or end up dead. I am flayed open across headlines before
I open the door [...]. (1 – 11)
Though the first-person speaker of this poem investigates the stories of Amber and Carina and
the other women throughout the poem who are victims of human trafficking, she cannot act. She
is left only as a witness, to ask 'What can we say?' I believe this role as witness is integral to the
feminine experience. Through it, it is possible to investigate the response to a society which acts
upon all women both directly and indirectly, which has the potential to break them and also the
tools with which they take ownership of agency and rebuild themselves.
I believe that naturally this type of poetry of witness lends itself to becoming poetry of
confession, which is also a form that is indicative of the feminine. The second section of this
book is subtitled with a quotation from Luce Inigaray's famous Ce sexe qui n'en est pas un
(1977): "In her statements – at least when she dares to speak out – woman retouches herself
constantly" (364). Inigaray is speaking of a constant reimagining of the "she" of her essay, and
the poems in this section explore a similar type of duality in the more intimate, speaker focused
poems which seek to complicate the first person speaker. I would argue that the subjects of the
poems in this section, which range from romantic relationships, to abortions, to suicide attempts,
to attempting to have a child, establish a new juxtaposition between desire and fulfillment,
between the role of the speaker and her ability to fulfill that role.
One poet in whose work I see this trope is Rita Dove. In "A Suite for Augustus" she
writes
But to me, stretched out under percale,
The cherry blinks sadly: Goodbye, goodbye,
12

Spinning into space. In this black place
I touch the doorknobs of my knees, begging to open.
Me, an erector set, spilled and unpuzzled.
Dove draws a visceral connection here between desire, the knees that want to open, and futility.
In the mixed form poem "Pamela" she writes of the speaker, "She feels old, older/than those
friendly shadows/who, like the squirrels, don't come too near./Knee deep in muscadine, she
watches them coming,/snapping the brush. They are/smiling, rifles crossed on their chests." The
idea of desire and futility is further complicated here by Dove's description of the speaker who
feels old, too old to enjoy the friendly shadows, too old to see anything but destruction in the
things she once enjoyed. Inigaray would be troubled by this sense of distance from desire. She
argues that the space for female ownership of desire comes from “nearness so pronounced that it
makes all discrimination of identity, and thus all forms of property, impossible” and that women
derive desire from “what is so near that she cannot have it, nor have herself” (367). However,
again it is in the space between Dove’s distance and Inigaray’s nearness that I believe allows for
duende. Harkening back to Lorca’s example of the bullfight - that is the space where duende
lives, between the bull and the toreador, or between a woman and desire.
I explore this theme in the poems in the second section of my collection in various ways.
The section begins with "Wendy Darling and Juliet", a prose poem that discusses childish
fantasies and their realities, and that is discussed more directly in "Two for Flinching". Romantic
disassociation is discussed in "Moving Out of Our Old Apartment" and "Breaking" as well as in
"Our Daughter's Name" and "My Husband's Lover." These poems are definitely confessional in
nature. The confessional poets sought to compose the drama of their personal lives, their cultural
heritage and dislocated contemporary society by putting emphasis on the historical and personal
past, the presentation of intimate or `taboo` material, and on strategies for transforming private
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experience into public act. Like the discussion of duende, they tend to be about the history of
violence and of the misery, and sometimes joy, of psychological and cultural collapse.
In “Lady Lazarus” Sylvia Plath utilizes these aspects of confessional poetry to bring to
her readers a deeper understanding of death and of the human experience as a whole. Her
speaker recognizes the misery of her situation, as well as its irony. In passages such as "I do it so
it feels like hell./I do it so it feels real./I guess you could say I have a call. (48-50) and in the
speaker’s comment “Do not think I underestimate your great concern” (72) addressed to doctors
whom she has already closely associated with Nazis, Plath examines the bitterness of her
situation with sarcasm and irony. The psychological collapse of the speaker serves to heighten
the reader’s awareness of this bitter situation. The paranoia present in lines 65-79, in which the
speaker is berating the doctors who have resurrected her, as well as the progression of the
speaker’s suicide attempts as they become more and more violent, serve to exemplify this.
Throughout this examination of the psychological effects of personal experiences, Plath also
strongly connects the poem to historical moral assumptions by the extended use of the Lazarus
metaphor. As I'll discuss later, this use of mythological metaphor also speaks to my work, but the
connections it draws in this poem are clear and precise. Just as the Biblical Lazarus is raised
from the dead at the command of Christ, so is Plath’s speaker brought forth from the dead by the
will of “Herr Doktor” (65). Thus the lines are blurred between life and death, good and evil,
cause and effect.
This is the same dichotomy I play with in poems like "Two for Flinching," where I
connect the experience of my first kiss to a violent game where one child punches another child
repeatedly.
[…]Bruises bloom on my
skin, ripe, like Anna Marcos, her best friend, three years from
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me, the most popular girl in the ninth grade, she falls into playing
like an accident, a question mark always on her tongue. I am
thirteen, and small, and bruised already from fists I do not want
to hold against me, but suddenly I want to touch, like fireworks
sparking under my hands […]. (9 – 15)
Or in poems like "Meeting Dr. George Tiller" in which I write about my own abortion,
performed by a doctor who would famously be shot down by anti-abortion activists a few years
later. In many poems I also draw on my theater background to explore duality and desire.
Imagery both of the theater and allusions to plays and the technical aspects of performance recur
in my work often. "Ophelia in Water", for example, references the drowning suicide of Ophelia
and relates it to my own aborted suicide attempt. In the same way, the idea of acting and
performing and the inherent duality of the actor as a person versus the character he portrays is a
theme that also reoccurs. In "Lady Macbeth, Forgetting Her Lines" I draw that connection, as the
poem follows an actress portraying Lady Macbeth as she forgets the lines in the famous
monologue in which Lady Macbeth calls upon the spirits to unsex her, to make her more
masculine. The poem reads, "Mascara and sweat trace a slow roll down /the dun of her cheeks.
Come, you spirits that/tend on mortal thoughts. She has played this part" (14 – 16). Hopefully
drawing the connection between the actress' inability to remember those famous lines, and the
futility of stripping away what is feminine. I believe that there is a duality of the speaker in these
poems – the woman who both desires to fulfill traditional roles, and the transgressive woman
who pushes past them. In this duality, however, I believe there is also the moment in which the
speaker transcends – in which she throws open the curtains, or is overtaken by the dance; the
moment where in the realization of loss or need the speaker either becomes more than she had
been, or is overtaken by the dark.
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Through this collection I'm also attempting to explore they ways in which these concepts
of duende – awareness of death and of breaking, transcendence and witness – can be mirrored in
the forms of the poem themselves. Lorca writes that "the arrival of the duende presupposes a
radical change to all the old kinds of form"(7), and I believe this happens in several ways which I
experiment with here. There are many influences on the experiments with form that took place in
my editing of the poems in this collection. One of those influences is Teresa Carson. Her
collection Elegy for the Floater (2007) contains poetry focused on two the suicide of her brother
and her own history of rape and systemic abuse at the hands of her mother.

In this project, my

thematic movement is very similar with poetry focused on the deaths of my father and
grandmother, my mother’s illness, and my own history and response to abuses, particularly in the
first section of this book, and the similar themes grabbed me first as I delved into Carson’s work.
More importantly, though, in Carson I found new guides for the format of poems on these
themes. For example, my first draft of “Anatomic Findings On My Father’s Death” relied
heavily on Carson’s “Autopsy Report.” I had wanted to do something with the found poetry of
the anatomic report on my father’s death, but the form that poem could take eluded me. Carson’s
poem uses the autopsy report generated after her brother’s suicide alongside a very personal
poem recounting her final memories of him in a columned poem.
In shirt pocket: prescription for
#1 Prolixin Hydrochloride
#2 Inderal
#3 Cogetin
#4 (scored out)
#5 Chloral Hydrate

At her wake he sat in a corner
dressed in clean burgundy corduroy
pants and a flannel shirt that was
baggy on his near-skeletal frame.
He held his arms down but couldn’t
stop the Prolixin-caused shakes.
(1 - 6)

Though I have seen the form before, of course, it wasn’t until reading Carson that I started to
consider structuring the different voices of a poem into these columns, with the various readings
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both horizontally and vertically that the form can offer. The beauty of Carson, for me, was in the
strict juxtaposition between the cold and clinical nature of the "report" and the emotional
upheaval in the personal narrative in the left column. The first draft of “Anatomic Findings On
My Father’s Death” was constructed in the same way, with the anatomic report in one column
and the personal narrative poem in the other. This structure in the first draft was useful because it
allowed me to find the places where the two poems intersected, where the imagery in the formal
report and the narrative mirrored and also pulled against the other poem.

In later revisions, I

would lose the columned form for a few reasons. First, as the only two column poem in the
collection it seemed a little out of place. More importantly, the language of an report on anatomic
findings after a death in which there is no investigation is very different from the language of an
autopsy report, and eventually I felt that the found poem segments could be made to offer more
tension by manipulating the line via enjambment and caesura than could be offered in having the
line ironically juxtaposed against the personal narrative. This change also allowed me to better
craft the poem in areas where the horizontal reading across the columns wasn’t working as well
as I wanted it to. For example, the first draft combined awkwardly at the lines “other
conditions contributing but not related//You’ll need to call your mom he says." Which was
revised to
damage to the heart caused by heart disease and poor
control of blood pressure, diabetes. The body is identified by
You'll need to call your
mother, he says, and it is
a code I've never learned (13 – 18)
and became a much stronger statement in one column. In a way, this breaking of the poem
mirrors the breaking of the body that thematically ties these works to the idea of duende. The
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hybrid form poem uses that broken format to embrace the ideas of pain and death inherent in the
form.
The reformatting also allows “Anatomic Findings On My Father’s Death”, with its longer
lines of found poem and then short and concise lines of narrative, to stand as one of the poems
that bridge between the various forms used throughout the collection. Before beginning revisions
for this book, I hadn't experimented much with mixed form poetry. My poems were generally
shorter poems in a standard free-verse form, or prose poetry at the other end of the spectrum.
However, in the readings done for this my thesis work I began to be drawn back over and over
again to "The Delirium Waltz" by Mark Strand in Blizzard of One (1998) which shows how
cleverly the form can be used to build tension and momentum in the prosaic sections, such as this
segment;
And the rush of water was suddenly loud as if a flood were loosed upon the
ballroom floor. I seemed to be dancing alone into the absence of all that I knew
and was bound by, the sight of the sea coming close, the spread of solvency, the
smear, the blurred erasure of differences, the end of self, the end of whatever
surrounds the self. All that I saw was a vast celebration of transparence, a clear
dream of nothing. And I kept on going. The breakers flashed and fell under the
moon's vacant gaze; scattered petals of foam shone briefly, then sank in the sand.
It was cold, and I found myself suddenly back with the others. The sea, that vast
ungraspable body, that huge and meaningless empire of water, was left on its own
and then how powerful it can be to juxtapose these sections against the very short, melodic,
imagistic lines of the poetry. Strand follows the prose section above immediately with " They
drifted over the floor/And the silver sparkled a little/Oh how they moved together/The crystals
shook in the draft."

In this same way, many of the poems in this collection that began in more

traditional forms ended up being much stronger in a final mixed form. "Golem" for example,
began as a poem in standard verse. I believe, though, that I'm able to build much more
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momentum through the use of breath and white space that the mixed form provides and allows
me to set the list poem in the second stanza –
to bring him to life,
to shape him from soil, like Adam, into the shape of a man,
to dance for him, breathe the name of God into his skin,
to tattoo emet, truth, into the muddy flesh of his forehead
to write God's secret name on thick paper and force it, rough,
under his unfinished tongue. (6 – 11)
apart from the traditional narrative of the creation of the Golem of Prague in the first prose
section and the experience of sitting shiva with my mother that I write in the second.

In this

way, the prosaic segments of the poem can explore death and loss – sitting shiva, covering
mirrors, leaving stones – and the shorter verse segments can tie those moments thematically to
the larger moment of the poem, to letting go and embracing the change that comes from that loss.
This poem also provides an example of the experimentation I've done with juxtaposition
in order to provide more figurative ground for the poem in which to build conflict and desire.
Lorca writes that duende is a struggle, not a thought, and one of the places this struggle can be
seen most clearly in poetry is in the troubling of expected imagery.

In "Golem" it is the

imagery of my father as the Golem of Prague, the golem itself a troubling figure because of his
ability to both protect and destroy.

This technique is more clear in the poem "Body and Bones"

which takes its cue from Eliot's pivotal work The Waste Land. Particularly from sections like the
rapid-fire, multilayered metaphors found in these final echoing lines:
I sat upon the shore
Fishing, with the arid plain behind me
Shall I at least set my lands in order?
London Bridge is falling down falling down falling down
Poi s'ascose nel foco che gli affina
Quando fiam uti chelidon — O swallow swallow
Le Prince d'Aquitaine á la tour abolie
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These fragments I have shored against my ruins
When Ile fit you. Hieronymo's mad againe.
Datta. Dayadhvam. Damyata.
Shantih shantih shantih (423 - 433)
The strange intermingling of the nursery rhyme with the stark imagery of the arid plain and the
shoreline and the fragments of language in the "ruins" is such an unexpected juxtaposition that
the reader can't help but be drawn into the sense of helplessness, what Lorca might call the black
sounds of the poem.
It is the line from London Bridge that has always stood out to me, calling up my
childhood as I'm sure it does for most readers. When I was a little girl, the story of The Three
Billy Goats Gruff was my favorite bedtime story, and so seeking to draw up the same type of
imagery in my own work as in this section from Eliot, I began with that story to provide
scaffolding for "Body and Bones" which is a poem which ties together each generation of
women that act as the focal points for the work as a whole: My grandmother, my mother, and
myself. My poetry is not as frantic as The Waste Land, but I do believe that by using the lines
from the children's story I add a way into the text that increases its pull against the form, and by
using lines from the story as subtitles for the sections there's an added sense of risk and danger
immediately brought to the narrative. In section three, for example, my fetal foot kicking wildly
against a tumor in my mother's womb is juxtaposed against the line "Well, come along! I've got
two spears! And I'll poke your eyeballs out your ears!" marking the threat that both I and the
tumor posed to my mother. In this way, the form of the poem mirrors the emotional pull of the
heightened state of emotion and awareness of death that is required by duende.
In The Waste Land Eliot is also moving past logical and chronological order, which I
believe its own sign of duende. Another poet I draw this lesson from is Ted Hughes. Margaret
Dickie, in "Ted Hughes: The Double Voice" quotes Hughes as saying that he "goes 'on writing
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poems because one poem never gets the whole account right. There is always something missed.
At the end of the ritual up comes a goblin.'1" Dickie continues, noting that "Certainly all poets
learn from one poem how to write another, even discover the need to write another. It is possible,
too, that a poet will return again and again to a form that has defeated him in an effort to get it
right, to make it work" (62). This is the case with the poems that characterize Hughes' collection
Prometheus On His Crag from 1973. In these works, Hughes revisits the style of his famous
Crow Poems, and subject matter that, in fact, he continues to work through throughout his career.
In the poems from Prometheus On His Crag specifically, Hughes uses the mythological story of
Prometheus to attempt to reconcile spirituality and the pain of human existence. The first five
poems of Prometheus On His Crag establish the patterns and themes of the entire collection. In
the first poem, Prometheus wakes, confused, and his day begins. Hughes writes, "His voice felt
out the way. 'I am' he said/'Returning,' he said, and 'Now I am/Feeling into my body,' and
'Something is strange -/Something is altered" (285). In the second, he considers his existence,
likening himself to an eagle and remembering his days as a Titan in order to "[feel] his strength"
(286). In the third and fourth poems, the vulture approaches the chained Prometheus, doling out
the punishment that has been set by the gods. The third poems ends with the vulture's waking,
contrasted against Prometheus' calm and peace, and the fourth ends, quite viciously, with the
vulture's feathers likened to headlines which read "Today is a fresh start/Torn up by its roots/As I
tear the liver from your body" (287). Finally, in the last poem, Prometheus dreams that "he had
burst the sun's mass/and emerged mortal" (287) and then wakes, and the cycle begins again.
Leonard Scigaj in "The Ophiolatry of Ted Hughes," argues that Hughes is showcasing a truth in
this series that "nature's order degenerates into rage and violence" (387). Still, the cycle ends

1

Ted Hughes. The Unaccommodated Universe, pp. 204.
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with the contrasting and painful image of "the mountain is uttering/blood and again blood" and
the "blotched newsprint" hearkening back to the vulture, whose feathers are headlines – but also
a final maternal image, and a sense of "floating and balance" (296). It's this dichotomy between
pain and blood and peace and balance that transcends to duende in Hughes.
However, there is something particularly masculine in Prometheus, and one of the things
that marks it this way is his chronological scaffolding. Hughes uses this chronological
scaffolding to push the imagery and metaphor in each separate poem, and that is what I attempt
to do in the chronological poems that remained as such, like "Consequences of Explosions"
which begins this section where each section of the poem follows a new year -- 1965, 1995, 2005
-- and a new death.

However, that strict linearity feels as if it loses something of the organic

movement of feminine. It seems inherent that poetry about the feminine experience must be
organized differently. In her collection The Warrior, Frances Richey sets a clearer example of
this movement past order. The collection is an attempt to rationalize, through poetry, her son’s
deployment to Afghanistan. In the multiple section poem “One Week Before Deployment” the
speaker, who uses the mythical allusion to Thetis to indicate herself in the work in other poems,
addresses both the looming thread of her son’s deployment and also through direct address the
symbols of his service in sections directed to his helmet, his boots, his paperwork. Richey’s work
moves outside of strict chronology. In the first section of the poem, “Packing”, the speaker
examines each item in the bags her son has packed. The second section is a direct address to the
helmet he will wear, the third a direct address to his gun. It is the fourth section of the poem,
however, where chronological time is broken down unequivocally. “Sightseeing” begins
Ben and Marsha took me to
the Garden of the Gods.
I picked up small rocks on the path.
The red rubbed off
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on my fingers like chalk.
Is that all the gods are made of?
Ben sat under an enormous boulder
supported by one
small fulcrum of stone.
His tiny form under its shade (1 -11)
Beginning with a memory of the infancy of her now-grown son, the remainder of the poem
moves through a philosophical moment of losing her breath, of altitude dizziness, and then to her
adult son contemplating his mission and his men. In “Women’s Time” Julia Kristeva argues that
masculine and feminine experiences of temporality and chronology are necessarily different.
Women’s time is cyclical and monumental, she argues, and those two forms of time are
necessarily linked to a woman’s subjectivity. She writes that these understandings of time by
repetition are also “found to be fundamental, if the not the sole, conceptions of time in numerous
civilizations and experiences, particularly in mystical ones” (862). Any examination of the
feminine, then, whether in a poem or in this thesis project as a whole, must be achronological.
This is something that I struggled with as this work took shape. During this struggle I
came across the following story told by novelist Elizabeth Gilbert about Pulitzer Prize finalist
poet, teacher, and artist Ruth Stone. Gilbert recounts that
As [Stone] was growing up in rural Virginia, she would be out, working in the
fields and she would feel and hear a poem coming at her from over the landscape.
It was like a thunderous train of air […] when she felt it coming [and] it would
shake the earth under her feet, she knew she had only one thing to do at that point.
That was to, in her words, "run like hell" to the house as she would be chased by
this poem[…].She had to get to a piece of paper fast enough so that when it
thundered through her, she could collect it and grab it on the page. Other times
she wouldn't be fast enough, so she would be running and running, and she
wouldn't get to the house, and the poem would barrel through her and she would
miss it, and it would "continue on across the landscape looking for another poet".
This image of the poem and of inspiration itself as a tornado, with all the inherent connections to
destruction and possibilities for renewal that come along with the worst of those storms, speaks
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to me of an intensely feminine understanding of inspiration. Unfortunately, one that I cannot
share. My own experience is much more direct, much more controlled. In her essay “Invisible
Architecture” from Forces of Imagination: Writing on Writing Barbara Guest writes “There is
always something within poetry that desires the invisible. The desire of the poet is to control.
This control was earlier destructive to the interior of the poem.” I have struggled with this same
desire to control that Guest references in the essay where she argues that as the poem grows it
breaks free of the scaffolding of architecture and, ostensibly, of the poet’s desire to control it.
As a result, many of the first drafts of my poems as they move from the raw rough drafts are too
intellectual, existing in the abstract rather than the physical, the scholastic rather than the
relatable. They tend to be chronological, and this, I've come to understand, is a product of a
masculine understanding of art and writing. Which explains why, at first, I was drawn to this
chronology in Hughes – I mentioned earlier Eliot moving past chronology in The Waste Land,
and I have to admit that I have a problem with chronology, in that I really like things to happen
from start to finish in a traditional dramatic arc: introduction, rising action, climax, falling action,
resolution. My poems like "Body and Bones" and "Myths of Creation" began as very traditional
poems with an uncomplicated chronology. In "Body and Bones" I moved through my own life –
birth, childhood, my grandmother's sickness, my mother's cancer, a fear or mortality.
Structurally, the poem was sound, but not in any way dynamic. Early version of "Myths of
Creation" did the same thing, following a third person subject from childhood, to teenage abuse,
to womanhood. This organization left no room to really explore the mythological drive of the
imagery in the poem, and also very little place to relate the story of my own mother in the poem.
I was being far too literal, and it was damaging to the narrative I was trying to establish.
This lesson is an important one, I think, not just for the strength of the imagery in my
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poetry but also to really give weight and deference to the subject matter. There is a pedagogical
shift that I think needed to happen for me to truly write myth into my poetry effectively, and
maybe even ethically, particularly because the myths I draw from are most often my own Native
American or Jewish traditions. Like the earlier discussion of feminine time as cyclical, in The
Sacred Hoop: Recovering the Feminine in American Indian Traditions, Paula Gunn Allen notes
that time and space, for the Native American, are not understood as fixed and limited
phenomena. They are achronological, mythic concepts and exist as spaces of
"multidimensionality" (147). She goes on to argues that tribal understanding of time and space
views both the tribe and the individual as a moving object in a moving universe. She writes,
"there is plenty of time in the Indian universe because everything moves in a dynamic
equilibrium and the fact of the universal movement is taken into account in the ritual life that is
tribal existence" (147). The hoop dancer, for example, transcends time with a dance in which he
dances while he turns while he whirls hoops, symbolically existing outside of the laws of time
that would limit his body. This hearkens back to Lorca's discussion of the dancer and duende,
and also runs counter to a traditional western sense of time structured chronologically, which
Allen argues is useful only in an industrial mindset which concerns itself with structure and with
the production of goods. Achronological time, Indian time, is not interested in "how gear teeth
mesh with each other", but instead is concerned with "how the person meshes with the revolving
of the seasons, the land, and the mythic reality that shapes all life into significance" (154). Allen
argues that truly native narrative functions through a complex organization of motion and ritual.
They are unified, instead of through time and space, through the relationship of the narrative to
the tribal myths.
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This is a connection that I would argue is also true from a Jewish sensibility. In “Our
Homeland, the Text” George Steiner argues that in cultural contexts "the sensibility of the Jew is,
par excellence, the medium of the bitter struggle between life and thought, between spontaneous
immediacy and analytic reflection, between man's unison with his body and environment and
man's estrangement from them" (6). I would argue, too, that achronological time is also
particular to women writers, who tend toward achronology more than their male counterparts.
Cixous writes that this is indicative of women's writing possessing a new understanding of
history and class struggle. She writes,
Because she arrives, vibrant, over and over again, we are at the beginning of a
new history, or rather of a process of becoming in which several histories intersect
with one another. As subject for history, woman always occurs simultaneously in
several places. Woman un-thinks the unifying, regulating history that
homogenizes and channels forces, herding contradictions into a single battlefield.
In woman, personal history blends together with the history of all women, as well
as national and world history. As a militant, she is an integral part of all
liberations. She must be farsighted, not limited to blow-by-blow interaction. (352)
This intersection of feminine, native, and Hebraic time all as achronological led me to the
decision that moving away from the chronological was the only choice for organization of this
work. More than that, however, I began to believe that the schism that achronology allows to
enter into a poem allows a space for more awareness of that duende which Lorca says rejects all
the sweet geometry we understand.
Embracing this rejection, though, is more difficult than it might appear to be. Mark
Strand, in his introduction to 2000’s The Weather of Words, quotes Wallace Steven’s comments
on “The Old Woman and the Statue.” Stevens said, “While there is nothing automatic about the
poem, nevertheless it has an automatic aspect in the sense that it is what I wanted it to be without
knowing before it was written what I wanted it to be, even though I knew before it was written
what I wanted to do.” Strand goes on to note that
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This is as precise a statement of what is referred to as "the creative process" as I
have ever read. And I think it makes clear why discussions of craft are at best
precarious. We know only afterwards what it is we have done. Most poets, I think,
are drawn to the unknown, and writing, for them, is a way of making the unknown
visible. And if the object of one's quest is hidden or unknown, how is it to be
approached by predictable means? I confess to a desire to forget knowing,
especially when I sit down to work on a poem. The continuous transactions of
craft take place in the dark. Jung understood this when he said: "As long as we
ourselves are caught up in the process of creation, we neither see nor understand;
indeed we ought not to understand, for nothing is more injurious to immediate
experience than cognition." And Stevens, when he said: "You have somehow to
know the sound that is the exact sound: and you do in fact know, without knowing
how. Your knowledge is irrational." This is not to say that rationality is wrong or
bad, but merely that it has little to do with the making of poems.
Getting rid of rationality was particularly difficult for me in the organization of this book, and for
the placement and movement of the poems within it. Structured entirely by theme, or by form, as
an emotional movement from most personal to least personal or vice versa – all of which were
structural techniques which I tried and then discarded – the book simply did not have a real sense
of completeness, of being one work.
To fix this I drew, at least in part, from my theater background again. I have extensive
experience as an actor and director in my day to day, non-academic life, and as a theater teacher
and director, there are two methods of charting that I always use with my actors and students.
First, is a GOTE sheet, which stands for Goals, Obstacles, Tactics, and Expectations. This was
useful in deciding which poems would be most effective in which section of the book. I charted
what my goals were, for example, for Section Three, which I already knew I wanted to concern
the violence poems, and the poems with the heavy mythological allusions. Knowing those goals
helped me choose which specific works should be included. The other technique I stole from my
theater background is a Heart Rate emotional chart, a way to chart the emotional movement of a
play or a scene. In this method you chart the high points and low points, understanding that a
scene should have varied levels, and in the end if the scene is played correctly the chart looks
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much like a chart that keeps track of the ups and downs of a heartbeat. This was most useful in
the sections themselves, where I discovered that I had too many places where the poems were all
emotionally low, or emotionally charged, and not enough of a movement between, so I was able
to rearrange poems within sections in order to make the movement more natural. Lorca writes
that duende's "most impressive effects appear in the bullring, since it must struggle on the one
hand with death, which can destroy it, and on the other with geometry, measure, the fundamental
basis of the festival", and I found this comforting when imposing structure on this book as a
whole. I believe that it struggles in the ring with its transformative moment, while the scaffolding
of emotional movement and structure are the measure and basis of the festival.
For Lorca, duende is a battle, a bullfight, or the transformative power of a dance, and
Edward Hirsch dictates several different ideas of duende through various mediums. It is “a
mysterious power which everyone senses and no philosopher explains […] It burns through the
soles of a dancer’s feet, or expands in the torso of a singer. It courses through the blood and
breaks though a poet’s back like a pair of wings” (11) and it touches every art form differently.
The duende of Rilke is different from the duende of Barthelme or of Miles Davis or a bullfighter.
Duende might be best understood as a creative force which examines, or perhaps grows out of,
the often painful and destructive truths of the human condition through the use of seemingly
fragmented elements in order to allow both the artist and the audience to navigate and transcend
those truths. In the end, that is what this book has come to be for me, an examination of pain and
transcendence.
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We Who Have Never Bled
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One
She' is infinitely other in herself. That is undoubtedly the reason she is called temperamental,
incomprehensible, perturbed, capricious […].
Luce Inigaray, Ce sexe qui n'en est pas un (1977)
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The Last Thing She Said
She deserves more than this preacher, we say, who
never knew her, misquoted scripture she would have never
read, misplaced her growing up in Texas – she'd never been
before the year the tumors swelled against her skull and she,
suddenly thick as the syrup she piled on pancakes, family tables,
wiped away rolling sweat in waiting rooms, waited for the cloying
heat, the burning shroud of the diagnosis. When she dies,
the bloated table sags under the warmth, the weight of
our whispered memories, a solid family Bible, board games,
bulging tables. She never let anyone stay hungry, my brother says,
and for the first time I hear, She took that from Betty. Her mother,
who drove a covered wagon across flat plains until the earth
could suddenly swell up around her, mounds left from hands
who died thousands of years before her white face found its way
to their places of sacred ritual, to the place where she camped
on the ruins of temples and chief's houses, of councils, speeches
and dances to mark the movements of the stars. One night those stars
watch silent as her youngest daughter, two years old, walks into the dark
and is shattered under the tires of a Triumph Model H. She dies
alone, trampled. The last thing she said to her mother was
that she was hungry, and Betty couldn't feed her. That was
the start. We mourn through generations of family meals. I never
understand the need of it, the way my grandmother crawls out
of bed in the middle of the night, bakes cookies, breakfast. Why
she feeds me until I am heaving sick with it, why leaving me hungry
leaves anxious hives spreading on her thin skin. She hated
empty plates, in less than a month she was bones and ghosts,
fat fingers turning brittle in the heat of every summer she thought
that the devil would crawl in through her pores, scars take her
voice, ravage shaking hands too slow to cut vegetables, to
pack pie dough tight at the edges of tins. She would never
let anyone stay hungry, and she would never let anyone stay.
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Showering With My Mother
The second time my mother is wet, we can't stop our
laughing about her fumbling at the back door for her
keys until her bladder gives way. She is too tired, not
embarrassed or blushing at this newest sign of the battle
waging under her skin, bombs dropping like hot flashes
had twenty years before. She would wake, shivering in
her own sweat cooling the heat building across her chest.
Her first time wet in public I was a stack of bills, two weeks
past due, a cancer to be cut out so that she would survive
my fat pink fingers reaching for her, breasts sagging, nipples
and feet aching at my new weight. Later, I would lie in bed
with the ghost of her fears, fingers tracing those scars
across her body, a pirate charting my path through stars.
This second time, I help her shower. Help to rinse away
the urine hanging acrid to her skin. Under the hot spray
she hisses and shudders, wet again. This time I am with her,
my arms around her slick body. As I hold her up, I watch
hot water redden scars that had been breasts I'd suckled.
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Her Stolen Voice
I recognize my grandmother's voice four years after
she has died, the harsh sharecropper's consonance, soft
vowels of off-key hymnals – I catch myself following
the woman who has suddenly stolen her voice through
the aisles of the grocery store, watch her test tomatoes,
onions. Watch her hesitate over heads of red lettuce
and eight types of apples. I follow her sharp, thin hips
which are not wide enough, the block of her shoulders
which is not the right shape – I stop myself reaching out
to bury my face against her breasts, listen to the solid
beating of her heart, the stuttering surprise of her breath.
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Body and Bones
I.

Once upon a time there were three billy goats who were to go up to the hillside to
make themselves fat, and the name of all three was Gruff.

One day I will read The Three Billy Goats Gruff to
my own children in my grandmother's voice, and when
the goats trip, trap, trip, trap, across the troll's bridge
I will knock at the headboard with knuckles shaking
with arthritis, my hands gnarled. I will sing the troll's
song, but the troll will never gobble up the baby, he will
wait for larger game and when the father crosses the bridge
he will fly at the troll, will tear at his eyes, crush him
to bits, body and bones, and cast his body into the waves.
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II.

On the way up was a bridge over a cascading stream they had to cross; and under
the bridge lived a great ugly troll, with eyes as big as saucers, and a nose as long as
a poker.

The year that cancer grows thick in her breast, my mother lives
close enough that we can share fear, remember the flat scars
of my grandmother's chest after her double mastectomy, boils
so thick they needed draining. In a picture of us, I am squirming
on her lap, five years old, both of her legs in casts that I can never
remember. Her legs break as she carries me, too old to be in her
arms. She should land with my bones broken under hers. Instead,
she turns to take the fall, protects me while she is broken apart.
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III.

Well, come along! I've got two spears! And I'll poke your eyeballs out at your ears!

I kick wildly until my foot finds
a foothold in the rough wall of a
tumor growing hard in my mother's
womb – already the size of my small
skull, her own tightly fisted fingers.
She refuses surgery, carries me
for three months more, suffers
my birth. I am a ten month baby,
an egg overcooked, born too late.
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IV.

I've got besides two curling-stones, and I'll crush you to bits, body and bones.

Every time she opens the photo album her hands
shake with too many memories. Each of her sisters,
buried, her parents, a husband. No matter what
you do to keep them close, these things will fade
over time, photographs yellowed with age and
dye, the edges of their mountings curling in against
themselves. They used to say that the camera would
take your soul, she said, we never believed that sort
of talk. Hardened, work-wearied faces – On her lap,
together we hold the crags of hard lived lines setting in
at the edges of their eyes, their mouths. They never smile.
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V.

That was what the big billy goat said. What he did. The billy goats got so fat they
were scarcely able to walk home again.

One day I will forget the sound of
my name. Like my grandmother,
I will stand in a line in the summer
at the grocery store. My daughter
will call out to me. I will not answer,
will not recognize her. I will forget
the name of my favorite foods, remember
whispered stories from my childhood
that I had forgotten decades before.
I will remember my grandmother's
arms, their heat, but forget my husband's
name and the faces of my children.
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For Elizabeth Spires
The day after my abortion I write a paper
on "The Bodies" -- I trace the metaphor
of your mothers through their cold, expectant
world, their love for those little moons
who circle them. They are constant, stable,
their great bodies anchors for the young
women, stopping their spinning violently
away. They are large and firm, lush, the only
force holding their moons in orbit. I think
of my mother, of the dark spaces in her
closet, of holding my face to her soft
formal dresses where her perfume still hangs
to the threads. In them she would spread
her arms, become a silk bird, her body,
like yours, all shimmering flesh -- I think
of my empty skin, my quieted child, taken
by the dark into the great body of the world.
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Lear's Daughters
This is where it happens, where it always has. This home
where, as girls, we moved together, shared one bed,
our two small bodies shaking with snores. He opened the door,
always quiet, the skim of his hand over water, to watch us
rocking, one against the other. We pushed at the wheel
of a dreamcatcher, wrote our wishes across its corded spiderweb
together, the chill from his empty bed stretching abandoned
between us. We dreamt together, crossed oceans, galloped
through deserts. This is where. It happens at the party, he plans
to carve up his kingdom, his riches, the thick bread used
to plate meat, the scraps thrown to the dogs. The door is open,
people thick under our feet on this last cold day. We are packed
tight between thin walls, our conspiracy a whisper, soft,
from your limps to mine. We watched his fall, made all our
plans together. You speak first, hoarse with promises, and I
am made of the self-same metal. Who do we cast aside? We make
our moves together. When you bring me your poison, I drink.
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After the Blade, Isaac
would never forget the rough pull of an old man’s hand
in his hair. His father held him down with fingers curled
in the wiry brush of it for so long that he stopped fighting.
loved his father and the ram. The horns of both, the final
strength that stood sure in the face of his own whimpers.
was afraid of the dark and of long walks, no matter where
he was going. It did not stop him from wandering the desert,
fighting the impulse to run home when he did not have one.
was half afraid of the blade and half in love with the God
who put it in his father’s hand. Who marked them both.
searched for his brother, and could not find him. The lines
of Ishmael’s palms stretched too thin in abandoned sun. When
he was freed he took water and bread and love and nothing else.
refused to offer his throat to anyone; his wife’s tongue traced a
pattern just once before he pushed her away shuddering.
lived one hundred and eighty years, long enough to understand
the ways a father tears a son apart. Esau buried him with his own
scars festering raw. The birthright of a son held down by his hair.
carried fingerprint bruises on the ochre of his throat
for so long that he thought they would never fade.
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Anatomic Findings on My Father's Death
I'm sorry, he says. Sits beside
me in the waiting room. A friend
of my fiancée, in our wedding,
and I have never met him before
today except once at a party where I
was too drunk to remember his
thin-lipped smile, apologetic eyes.
From the anatomic finding and pertinent history I ascribe
the death to damage in the heart. Manner of death is natural
due to or as a consequence of heart failure. Other conditions
contributing but not related to the immediate cause of death
are damage to the heart caused by heart disease and poor
control of blood pressure, diabetes. The body is identified by
You'll need to call your
mother, he says, and it is
a code I've never learned
for your father is dying.
I hadn't known he worked
at this hospital until we saw
him in the hallway, three
nights before he died.
toe tags. It is the body of an unembalmed refrigerated adult
Caucasian male who appears to be of the age reported, seventyone years. The body weighs two hundred and ten pounds, measures
sixty seven inches. No tattoos or piercings are noted. The decedent
suffered a history of heart disease, high blood pressure, diabetes. He
was admitted to the hospital and did not regain consciousness following
Three nights he has hovered,
brought food, checked on me
or on my father. He's gone
into respiratory distress three
times, and he has been there
dragging him back to breath.
a routine anesthetic procedure, began having respiratory distress. The choice
was made to remove him from life support by the family after three days.
No, four times. I correct
myself. Four times, the
fourth time's the killer.
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Apnea
I listen to him breathing until he stops
suddenly in a gagging gasp, then silence
that stretches too long before he begins
to breathe again. The doctors say it is
complex – tissue in the back of his throat
collapsing, relaxing when it ought to tighten,
his brain sending the wrong messages to
the muscles that control his breath. He was
tested. Sleeping pills in a strange bedroom,
the slick pads of monitors taped to his skin,
each breath a line in a computer. Afterward,
he slept with a machine, worried when he
would twist and turn that the thick plastic of its
cording would strangle him -- until hospice.
Now he snores again, gets caught in the pattern
of his own stuttering breath. Tomorrow he will
be fatigued, have difficulty concentrating, will not
be sure of my name. Beside his bed, I listen for
his choking, his grasping for air -- for his last gasp.
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Gun Control
I remember him hunched over the table, carefully
cleaning the revolver, inspecting it, beginning again,
each chamber gleaming wet with solvent and then
wiped clean before he reassembled, reloaded, thick
fingers placing each bullet. This is the most important,
he'd tell me, finger rounding the lip of the barrel, each
swabbing patch coming back black with fouling until
they were finally clean. My mother never touched it.
When he was sick, she had a neighbor sneak in while he
was in the hospital, hide the bullets. By then his hands
shook too much to clean it safely, afraid of accidents. She
was afraid of the shot she might hear, the one he meant.
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Golem
I decorate my walls with drawings of him pieced together with mud and metal and bone, small
plump fingers spreading waxy colors across dozens of pages torn from school notebooks. My
father tells me the story – Prague at Easter, a priest turns Christians against Jews, the Rabbis
make a choice, they learn –
to bring him to life,
to shape him from soil, like Adam, into the shape of a man,
to dance for him, breathe the name of God into his skin,
to tattoo emet, truth, into the muddy flesh of his forehead
to write God's secret name on thick paper and force it, rough,
under his unfinished tongue.
My father watches from the corner of every drawing as he rampages – rises like smoke over
bricked chimneys as he is killed. When we sit shiva, my mother and I drape every sheet we own
over the large mirrors he hated, cry in dirty clothes. Later we will leave stones across his
headstone, bind him into beit olam –
to wait for God. Stones last, solid as memory, they do not
die. In every story, when his work is done, they must ink
met, death, across his skin.
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Two
In her statements – at least when she dares to speak out – woman retouches herself constantly.
Luce Inigaray, Ce sexe qui n'en est pas un (1977)
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Wendy Darling and Juliet
Pins prick the soles of our feet, shadows string together to sew us to earth wet with rivers of our
blood -- When we are drawn up over soot covered chimneys, purple Jacaranda lining bricked
streets, their thick honey scenting the air, we are stretched like sticky carnival taffy, pulled thin
and sick we shed our clothes and leave the husks of our pale, thick bodies. We have always
wanted to be boys, tricked with two pilgrim hands meeting as if lips and fingers should ever meet
in slick kisses, should ever be monks forgetting vows -- In our new skin we skip the third star,
pick something in the cold distance that is new and ours, we dream pirates and adventures and
natives and of becoming fathers before we are ready. Sick in bodies we can never own we slay
monsters, fly with pixies, we feed on nightmares: Peter dances in the sand with a strange girl
with flat slick hair and an ugly dress, Romeo scales a courtyard wall to her bedroom window and
the lick of his tongue steals her breath, my child is a stranger in the world, Hook says, voice
thick as he gives us back to the stars -- At his heel the crocodile maw gapes with seventy two
teeth aching, quick to tear flesh from bone, to swallow large chunks of the girls we used to be.
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Two For Flinching
We aren't supposed to play the game this way, the risk of a fist
across the jaw enough to leave our mother screaming. My sister
ties me down, her punch like our father's framing hammer driving
nails into the planks that built these rooms around us. We play
when someone hits you, you flinch and you get two more for
shrinking from the pain. Pussy, they call, and my sister is the
loudest. I learn to stare into her eyes mirroring mine as she hits
me. I leave the game feeling like I've proven myself or something
about bravery, about how much I can take. Bruises bloom on my
skin, ripe, like Anna Marcos, her best friend, three years from
me, the most popular girl in the ninth grade, she falls into playing
like an accident, a question mark always on her tongue. I am
thirteen, and small, and bruised already from fists I do not want
to hold against me, but suddenly I want to touch, like fireworks
sparking under my hands, sudden nameless need, and Anna does
not pay attention. Her first across the jaw so hard that it flashes
electric in my spine. Then she kisses me, hard enough that I forget.
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Mephistopheles Be Damned
He sells his soul at fifteen – learns
that his fingers against the taut flesh
of a cherry, coming away stained
red, are more important than passing
algebra, and when his girlfriend jokes
about tying the knot, then practices
with the stem, the wet circle of her
mouth outweighs his mother, begins
a pageant of devils, their skirts, a fear
of potential plagues – boils and insects
and the terrible warts that strike terror
in the souls of the boys in his health
class – ruining Gretchen’s legs as they
are pushed open for the first time
nerves and nightmares spread out
in the wide space between them.
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Autumn Changes Everything
You. Come back to me and I will sing you arias that have that have not been written and dance,
yes, finally, and let you pull me close – Autumn changes everything, makes me hold you closer,
wear your sweaters, need to be held warm against the chill. Makes me ache, and that is all. I will
wrap myself warm to wait for you – You, come back to me and I will warm you with my
breath, will breathe into the dust of you and stay waiting for it to stir, will sing and dance and
you, you come back to me and then be still. You, come back to me. We ache, and that is all.
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Lichtenberg Scars
There are different ways to be struck – a side splash
or a ground current licking at the fragile lightning rod
of skin transformed into a circuit. A person struck will
become something new, becomes an active part of the
charge that shakes them. Energy flows under the skin,
moves until it finds an exit, leaves scars that stretch
across the body, their thick edges shaped into the shattered
branches of trees, the rough lines of a lightning strike,
long tendrils of power arching out from their core,
badges of survival on living victims. They spread across
his face like limbs, dead trees stretching from the source
where lightning found his skin. I trace my fingers across
the blossoming of his shoulders, along the fire-hot skin
of his stomach. We lie belly to belly and I track the path
of power that slips through his veins like conducting wires.
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Moving Out of Our Old Apartment
You spent two days, after the boxes had been carried away, mourning, your
eyes bloodshot, your body stretched prone across the living room hardwood
floors. When we moved in they shone with the slick of Murphy Oil Soap,
brand new, we slid against each other in socked feet, pretending to dance,
stripped each other naked in the glow from streetlamps snaking between cracked
venetian blinds. Two days after I left you there the movers came, carried away
our memories. I took my own; a box with books, plates from my mother,
movers broke two glasses and the door of my grandmother’s china cabinet.
Grieving families used to take photographs of the dead, their eyes closed as if
in sleep, lovingly dressed and positioned so carefully that they would be
remembered. I have a picture of you spread out across the floor where we had wrestled
together out of clothes, had scratched gouges in the polish moving couches. When
your mother called, she was surprised I would not come piece you back together.
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Meeting Dr. George Tiller
I have no problems with abortion, I lie
and the interview is over. Ten years later
he will be gunned down on a Sunday morning
during the weekly service at his church, but today
he is professional, rushed. I ask him for anesthesia
and wake up four hours later in the recovery room,
wait two hours before I drive myself home. Later,
all I remember is the anesthesiologist asking me
to count with him, One hundred, ninety-nine,
ninety-eight – and aching. He went to church
wearing body armor. I imagine he was careful,
meticulous, can see him assembling the vest
with surgical precision – the ballistic panels sliding
into the carrier, strike face away from his body,
adjusting the straps himself until his vital organs,
his heart was secure. The bullet was point-blank
to the head. I imagine his blood, a nimbus halo
spreading out across the white tiled entryway.
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Ophelia in Water
Maybe her death was on my mind, her clothes spread
wide, the weeping brook, her chanting voice until she
was dragged under -- pulled from her melodious lay by
the weight of water. I run a bath, put on music, in the
water I close my eyes. When you drown, the need to
breathe becomes so strong that even if you are awake,
even if you know that the darkness will pull itself into
your lungs, it is impossible to hold your breath. If you're
lucky you slip from consciousness before your body
betrays you. If you aren't, your lungs fill fast as you drag
in breath and fall unconscious in spite of yourself. It can
happen in less than twenty seconds. It can be a calm quiet,
dreamlike. It can be painless, as mermaid-like they bore
her up. Isn't it strange how ideas come -- I think about
how tired I am, how I should drag myself out of the
water. I don't want to fall asleep here, I think, I could
drown. Then I am sinking below the surface, seeing how
long I can hold my breath. I hold out until I feel heavy,
until lightheaded my reflexes force me to breathe and I
suck in water instead. That is all there is to it. I jerk up,
choking, sputtering, I vomit water across the slick tiles
of my bathroom floor and I can breathe again – but that
moment, the moment before my body corrects itself, when
my arms are still scrambling on the smooth porcelain
of the tub, struggling to hold my body under, that moment
is intentional. I don't want to die, but for a thick breath of
time, when down her weedy trophies and herself, I do not
do anything to prove I want to stop myself from drowning.
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Breaking
It happens every morning before sunrise when you leave
hours before I have expected you to, slipping away when
you remember you are late for work, for a morning meeting,
or to call your wife and I find myself downtown alone
trying to keep pace with ghosts of old lovers, they come
at me dressed like ghosts in fraternity tee-shirts, running
shoes. They want something from me. Something small
and fragile, something private that I am always letting go.
A withered man on the stoop plays the trumpet just like
Herb Alpert's little Spanish flea – humming, I move too
slowly to catch the beat of woman's voice next to me
lilting across coffee cups. Your face there so casually
across from mine that I would cry out, except that my
mouth has better things to do. Like your body spread out
over coffee cups and pastries. Later it makes you want
to kiss me when I scrape my fingernails across your
knuckles, your shattered breath, before we move apart.
I forget the spice of your sweat, your skin and the way we
slip together. Pieces from mismatched puzzles, we have
sanded ourselves to fit, sharp edges made smooth with
blood, sweat. Here, you say, slide in, and between us the car
idles. Leaning to open my door stretches time, whole hours
dark across your skin. We wonder which of us will move first.
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Lotus Eater
Would you return to your wife and children dripping
with the blood of other children you had slaughtered?
You sail into your ravenous winds and my hair, black as
Cerberus, winds its way through sails to drag you to my
muddy shores. You snip one thick honeyed flower, wide
blossoms unfurling to bloom in the dirt of your palm.
With nine days of hunter gaping in your chest, yellowed teeth
sink into the flesh of one white petal, pink tipped, and I
chew at your skin, your warm sun, until you are dragged
away, strong arms like iron bars across your chest. You will
tear yourself open against their chains, leap bloody into the
water to find a way back. For one day, you eat the heavens.
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Permafrost
Greyhound wheels turn through the bleak grey of a winter rainstorm cracking the Midwestern
sky - we twist, fly, turn jagged. Outside our windows the world stretches gaunt, tight-lipped and
shattering quiet like lying in bed and trying to think of all of the right things to say this time -discovering our empty mouths. Come here. Plant your roots in my stomach and love can grow
like a vine through us both before we say goodbye, say I'll see you again when I'm hunger pangs
in a bloated stomach and you're made out of faded eyes and all our missed memories, saying
love is a vine but my stomach is sick and I won't last another winter without something to keep
me full. Your mouth is the gaping of an empty cave, bone deep cold, and winter is killing me, is
crushing me under your heel. So goodbye everything between the gulf of your body and mine –
maybe there's heat beneath but we have to find it, to dig in, to claw through permafrost where
even acid can't burn to it. We have to get down deep enough, and there it will be, safe, hidden
like the seed of everything we're wrapped up in if you peel away enough layers, if you're willing
to bleed knuckles against ice, to dig in deep enough.
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Our Daughter's Name
Thirty years from now, our daughter will look back and beg us
to keep going. We stoke the fire that sparks her. In the empty space
between your breath and my heartbeat we feel her. She is whispering
her name in the gust of air that stirs the sheets. She is tying us
together with the pale blush of her blood, the unanswered question
of her cries. We feel her against my breast, and in the empty room,
and at three in the morning when we wake for no reason. We lie,
blame the moment on wind against branches, on something awkward
we’ve eaten, on nightmares. We pretend the ghost of her touch is not
dragging us closer to each other. Thirty years from now, our daughter
will look back and see the moments that brought her to us, our frantic
rush to realize her, to soothe the ache that arcs between us, before
she slips away. She will see that she was always in the air that brushed
our skin, the breath that spanned the gap between your body and mine.
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My Husband's Lover
She is the thin script of an expiration date carved into
the gold of my wedding band. She dreams her future
in his eyes – touches in public, a place at the table –
her arms bruised from months spent grasping at empty
spaces left behind him. In the heat she leaves on his skin
I can feel her, she slips like water through my fingers,
the scent of dew wet flowers left between sheets of
love letters he could never send. Still, she can recite
every loop of his name -- the words burn her tongue,
her throat, fire licking her skin, her fragile pores. She
breaks open for him, tears like paper. Her body is an
explosion, fireworks striking loud in a summer sky.
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Lady Macbeth, Forgetting Her Lines
A noise backstage, a phone buzzing, scenery
moved too loudly. She looks into the blue lights
of the first electric and Come, you spirits -- and then nothing but
terror turning that dagger in her stomach. She can
hear everything. The audience’s held breath, her own
pulse pounding a traitor’s marching line beneath her skin.
Her husband’s boots turn on polished cherry. He watches
from the wing, waiting. On stage she waits too.
Nothing comes.
One heartbeat.
Two.
Three.
Mascara and sweat trace a slow roll down
the dun of her cheeks. Come, you spirits that
tend on mortal thoughts. She has played this part
before. The show has been open three days. She learned
this monologue first, and still -Unsex me here. Her teeth tear into the soft orchid
of her lip until she tastes blood, coppery rich, and
the world slows to the frustrated groans
of the audience, a woman in the second row,
complaining louder than the rest.
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Tattoo
This bed, the gash of a mouth, no lips but teeth and one day I’ll slip into it and wake up without a
leg or an arm or a heart -- I’ve done a thousand things to keep me away from you, and none of
them have quite the right taste anymore, they drip saccharine from my tongue, dissolve in bile,
bitter. If you go ten days without sleep your brain dies, so I’ve got hours stolen here and there as
life support and when my eyes close I wake up back in Boulder, in the shadow of the Flatirons
and the stretch of the Dakota Ridge someone knows me as well as he knows empty arms
stretched too wide, calls to say he loves me like I’m cigarette smoke in empty lungs and he could
chain me to the earth again if I could just come back home -- but you’re here, the fix that makes
my palms sweat, sheets of paper stretch across my skin like they could bind me up, tether me
down so it doesn’t matter if I’m the only one waiting for a change in the way the sidewalk feels
under my feet, we’re trampled like we’re running with bulls. So, I’m thinking about getting a
tattoo of you that would be a snake eating a mother bird’s egg, bright blue, with flecks of red
where the blood shows through.
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Three
She lets the other language speak – the language of 1000 tongues which knows neither enclosure
nor death.
Helene Cixous, “Laugh of the Medusa” (1975)
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Legend
Our hands kneading dough, grandmother teaches me
the legend of the water beetle -- all the world stretching,
slick and endless, into a horizon of water. I cough flour,
wash it from white palms. She tells me – all the animals lived
above the sky. Cramped, they needed more room, breath,
so the beetle brings mud from the water, forms land.
Man comes later, his new body sweating and shuddering,
dark eyes squinting against new light. He is helpless,
his arms lonely. Then woman comes, takes him to her
breast, her ocher skin flush with life. She looks at my
grandfather, tells me – after that moment, everything changes.
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Sleeping Venus, or An Elegy for Carina Saunders
When Giorgione paints her she is a revolution, one arm
raised in rebellion, the other with fingers against the brush
strokes, her blushed and hidden sex. I study her mounted
in my office between interviews, before Amber tells me
everyone knew what was happening to me. The room is littered
with articles and lists, bullet pointed statistics that track
the I-40 corridor and the numbers of missing bodies, women
found in dumpsters. Venus, she is in a duffel bag tossed behind
a Homeland Grocery, nineteen years old. Two men, they say,
Obey, or end up dead. I am flayed open across headlines before
I open the door, and the rules tell me not to sensationalize or
sexualize victims. They say, reveling in the graphic details
does not help them, triggers trauma, tokenizes the survivors’
experience. Amber writes poetry and long monologues. She talks
about her body and the way it’s been used, about the type of men
who are never who you think they are. She sensationalizes, when
she speaks, she cries. This is what happens if you cross us. I trace
each tear as it tracks, note their salt next to each statistic: There are
twenty seven million slaves in the world, you can sell a woman
over and over again for years, Amber's journal reads my body is a cage
and I am still trapped inside the moment you held the key used to
cut her open. Two months later police bust a major ring in Tulsa,
my city, powerless as they recover cell phones, cash, condoms,
poker chips as currency. You use the chip to pick the girl and not
one goes to the police. Instead mothers encourage their daughters,
involve family members, insist he's a good man, this is just a
misunderstanding. Amber tells me that she turned her mother in
because her younger sister turned seven and mother took pictures
of her wet in a bath, blushing over something as she dressed for
bed, promised her to a man online. What can I say when the world
breaks her open? Amber calls herself a whore. Jeannetta says
I never got paid. Fifteen, a boyfriend took her, innocent and
excited, to a house at the corner of Main. Promised her protection,
sold her to strangers. When they drove off I was still there,
she says, I was what was left. Beaten bloody and stabbed
thirty-six times, she raises her fist to handcuffs. Anna shares
a name with my youngest niece, same caramel skin, she was branded
with hot iron, burned with acid, pistol whipped, gang raped. Once
he filled the bathtub with gin, made me sit with open sores, held
a gun to my stomach. She is twelve when she runs away from her
mother who is only a shadow cowering in corners from hands that miss
her child. Anna misses her father who is an empty well in her chest,
a gaping hole between her arms. Warehoused with girls younger than
she is, they teach her sex while braiding her hair. I meet her
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seven years later, she says in the dark she can still hear the whistles,
a train, dogs growling. I think about jumping, she says, but I don't
want to die. I think of Venus, the pastoral scene behind her, green
trees and the simple emptiness of a field, sheets pale against her ivory
skin, red at her back. What can we say, we who have never bled?
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Skin Trade
She wears white and sometimes dances over the air
like Grimshaw’s fairies or Breun’s innocents
as flashes catch her, naked and smiling in her bath,
asleep in white panties on a hot day in June.
Her mother has sold her pictures to a man online
and stretches her daughter’s skin too thin
through digital space and into his slick palm;
the lines there running with the blood
he would pay to own.
It’s a thriving trade, trading credit cards for
pain, and he has tried before but the virgin
he bought from Haiti for the price of a cheap ticket
came broken. Her voice too French, her skin too brown.
This time he tries local fare, sends messages coded
like dreamcatchers – a ring of willow twigs, white as
her legs, and one ruby, blood red – what he would like
to do to her, and when, and exactly how much
he is willing to pay.
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Hackberry Children
Hackberry trees spread branches across the faux-thatched
rooftops of cottages. Women bring everything they own
with them, leave violence behind. Assault, stalking, men
who sell their bodies like livestock, spend their blood as
currency. Poor, the doors here stay open. Margaret began
three years ago bringing food, running the clothing drive –
she dresses children in coats big for their thin bones, too
fragile, too used to cold. They're so like my daughters, she
says, every step a struggle they suffer. Margaret fights to
show them the hands of God, a father leaving too early
every morning or leaving bruises blooming across frail skin,
breaking cold bones. They bring those fathers with them,
their husbands, their pimps. As sure as if they brought them
through the doors, they are turned back, women given a new
name, a new family. We beg, Margaret says, and the doors
stay open. The women, children, keep needing us, keep
coming. Hackberry branches grow like elms, wide and
thick in every neighborhood, by every sidewalk, but it is
soft, it rots easy, breaks apart. Here, we put them back
together, pick up the pieces when the world has broken in.
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Interviews in Six Voices
It wasn’t too bad as long as I brought in my quota.
thanked god it wasn’t my father.
made $2000 a night.
thought about my family.
pictured running away.
left my body, just until they were done.
When I first met him, he said –
you’re pretty.
it’s you or your sister.
let me buy you some clean clothes.
are you hungry?
do you need a ride?
you could be a model.
All I wanted was to –
be loved.
get away from him.
have a lot of money.
find a place to stay.
get away from Oklahoma.
have someone understand.
He took me to –
his apartment.
my room.
a truckstop near my school.
a hotel. It was cheap.
his mother’s house. She heard me screaming.
my mother’s house. She heard me screaming.
If I tried to leave he would –
kill himself.
kill my sister.
kill my mother.
kill me.
kill me.
kill me.
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Parking on I-44
She’s someone’s daughter.
And billboards shadow the tall grass: the Oklahoma City Thunder and Kevin Durant and the
revitalization of brick town and the removal of urban decay and anti-abortion and the
gentrification of the city and the Governor’s re-election and the other half are wide-eyed girls
and dirty faces and awkward slogans and numbers to call if you are in trouble.
Are you watching them?
The notched space between the shoulder
and the white lines, marking miles, the end ,
the red dirt children left behind, between
Oklahoma City, Dallas, the exhaust,
power trapped in asphalt.
And my car breaks down driving away, the power steering dies powerless and I am suddenly
trapped between semi-trucks looking for a way off the Interstate.
Withered, halfway to their breaking
point, to the door, exhausted. Red dirt
children made of miles, drinks, small
towns, looking for the next driver,
for their fumes.
And at the rest stop the concrete spreads out in a wide arc around fast food and gasoline and big
rigs overfill the parking lot and spill over as far as the McDonalds drive-thru smelling of exhaust
fumes and gasoline and hamburgers and the squelch of too many times on hot summer asphalt
and eyes watch everything. Deep set eyes, red with exhaustion and uppers and young eyes, red
too and withered men old enough to be their fathers, their grandfathers.
See the next blush
between the girls, their legs, the city,
through brick and rest stops, trapped deep
in grandfather's red eyes, your red daughter,
your tired brick of empty wishes.
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Running
We catch her running away from her homeroom class after lunchtime, the knife still hot in her
hand - we sprint breathless and panting halfway across the soccer field until I am the first adult to
touch her since his blood spread through her fingers, stained her white thighs where she’d left
him lying in a burgundy pool of it outside his own classroom door -- we give chase down
stairwells and across the slate of the parking lot before rushing onto the grass -- past the soccer
goals one of my hands thrills to catch the hem of her shirt, the other solid on her hip, we both go
tumbling -- I crush the fragile shell of her skin into the dew wet grass, feel her heart pounding a
frantic, shrill rhythm through her spine as I kneel over her. That is all. Three days later the whole
story has been broadcast, the death real and immediate and cleaned from our hallways -- they ask
if we knew anything -- I tell them I catch her running away from her homeroom just after
lunchtime, the knife still hot in her hand - halfway across the soccer field I am the first adult to
touch her since his blood spread through her fingers as she drove the spike of her loss into his
skin, her thoughts a recorded track of quiet pains playing on a repeated loop until she washes her
thighs with blood before leaving him and we give chase down stairwells, across the still gray
slate of the parking lot -- my hands land heavy and her heart pounds an unfulfilled beat against
my panting chest, the same way it must have pounded against his -- don’t you think I would have
done something? Don't you think?
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Screaming
Black crows shattering the silence outside our window, I watch
two girls sit still in the classroom. The wind shakes, a tumult of
thoughts no one voices. In the space between them, silence
stretches across their knuckles, the deep burgundy of bruises
rising, the blood red where nails dug across the pale skin of
their arms. Empty, the November window chilled, the thin walls
and metered staccato of the clock. Hands slip to cover old scars.
No one speaks. As one fidgets at her sleeves the other stands,
towers over her, and as she leaves the door slamming behind her
startles crows from circling the window. She leaves her a candle
to be put out, not daring to move. Her nails tap swift on her desk,
waiting for someone to hear her screaming inside her skin.
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West Virginia Woman Arrested After Biting Off Pitbull's Testicles
May 11, 2015: Witnesses told police that they pleaded with Boone county resident, 62, to stop hurting her son's pit
bull, but he refused.

Her son has eaten all the meat. She tells him, if you don't leave me
something I'll eat your dog, and so she does. Later, a witness says she
bit Pedro’s acorns clean off right there in the front yard. He ran screeching
like a wild Indian. When the police come her son has buried her body,
has hidden her in the garden. She's under fresh wet earth, breathing
through the cut length of a garden hose. It isn't about the dog, his flesh
tearing between her teeth, the copper and spice of his blood staining her
dentures and her nightgown. Her son has emptied a hole in the garden,
has piled up thick dirt to keep eyes out. He has trapped her, has made her
a filthy womb, she has to cut the cord of the garden hose carefully enough
that she can hide in the earth, can breathe until safety comes. There is nothing
left of her, nothing but skin suspended from bone. Her son has eaten all the meat.
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Meteora
Titans battled here ten years, younger siblings rising
against them to decide the fate of the universe under
their feet, their steps carving mountains from the earth,
pillars of sandstone where monks drag brick and stone
across centuries to build this place. When I visit with
my mother there are riots in the streets of Athens,
protestors rioting on ancient battlefields with bombs,
stones. They are rampaging masked armies taking
aim beneath the mountains, teenagers arming themselves
with clubs, rushing into the crowd, cut down by gas
and bullets in a hazy spray. Here so breathlessly close
to Olympus, the blood-stained rope has ripped away
layers from palms and fingers, and still they climb, cut
open, into a heaven of stone, and cling there, silent. Armies
below cannot touch them here. Instead, gods claw apart
their brothers, dying alone, strong hands caked black
with blood, filth. Cold as the stones they scale, they wait,
watching the blood as it fills chasms below, gaping hungry.
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Myths of Creation
From prehistoric times to the present, rape has played a critical function. It is nothing more or less than a conscious
process of intimidation by which all men keep all women in a state of fear. – Susan Brownmiller

While the children watch wide-eyed, her husband shoves
the gun barrel into my mother's mouth, finger on the trigger,
For years she becomes a new Cipactli – rough thick skin,
one hundred wide mouths of sharp white teeth gaping,
always hungry. She is created in this moment from
nothingness, the arch of her back a dousing rod finding
divinity in the space between stars. When the world begins,
her husband drives his foot in to the dark soft skin of her
womb, he pries her open, hands tearing flesh, and the earth
springs fully formed from the wounds in her flesh, rivers
flowing from their source in the rich copper of her blood.
He creates thirteen heavens
from the shards of her skull.
Or he calls her by name,
his lessons a river of blood -- Huitzilopochtli cutting open
sisters, brothers, their blood spreading slick, crimson across
his knuckles, his angry hands ripping their flesh because
his mother, breasts a ball of hummingbird feathers,
had been raped.
Later she becomes Xochitl, flowers in her hair, learning
betrayal in the palms of pulque drunk hands, he holds her
brittle body against stones, she is spread wide – after
she is raped they blame wine, blame younger men, other
women take her place. Like Mayahuel, her breasts bleeding
thick honeyed sap as she nurses four hundred children, they
grow strong in Xochitl’s ruins as she is cut apart while they
watch. Afterward, exhausted and bloodied, she becomes
a warm body lying – finger shaped bruises quietly filling
with blood, red against russet thighs where she has been
pried open. Her smile stretches sharp white teeth, lips tight
around the flared head of his gun.
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Four
Her libido is cosmic, just as her unconscious is worldwide.
Helene Cixous, “Laugh of the Medusa” (1975)
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Consequences of Explosions
I.

1965

Fingers thick as sausages tap out a message
on the windowpane. Three short taps, three long,
three short again and then pause for a heartbeat
before beginning again. The S.O.S. so ingrained in
his blood that he doesn’t recognize it. Distressed,
he remembers the rapid bracktatat of machine
gun fire and one small plane, not a bomber, flying
too close to the sun. Felled like Icarus, he spent
eight hours in the Cuban sun treading water as his
best friend drowned. Today, the rain threatens his
window, drowns a row of his wife’s prize azaleas.
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II.

1995

A Ryder truck packed with fertilizer and diesel
fuel. Two hundred ten miles away, we imagined
we could see the smoke rising. At eighteen
hundred and fifty degrees his wedding ring
melted from shards of bone and when they cut
his wife open two weeks later and emptied her
stomach they found sixty pills, one for every
birthday she’d celebrated. When they found her
three hundred pills had spilled from bottles
around her body in a tribute to fourteen days
of missing the beat of her own heart.
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III.

2005

Your sister wrote out her suicide note carefully
inside your birthday card and then signed the
envelope with familiar script, addressed it
to you, stamped and mailed it out to you just
before the shotgun. She used the buckshot
that belonged to your brother-in-law. I didn’t
know what that was and so you taught me
buckshot is used when you want larger game. Like
your twelve-point buck, its head hanging sloe-eyed
above your fireplace. You say it is proud. Like her
ashes in their little urn, always reminding you.
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Photograph at White Sands National Monument, 1998
In red trunks you're half dressed, smiling into
the sand, and you're not sick yet. We've climbed
the glistening dunes together, risen from the heart
of the Tularosa Basin on waves of white gypsum,
have buried ourselves in the smooth dust of Spanish
explorers leaving treasures in an open sea of sand.
There are whole histories lost in the waves beneath
us, the paths of ancient hunters, descendants of men
who crossed worlds on bare feet. Our feet dig into
the ocean and find children's toys, lost keys, the bones
of desert lizards. This is before the years we never
talk about. Mute, we will to track each blood cell
as it changes, chart red versus white, count each number
in your viral load. Here you're smiling, laughing, broad
mouth open to straight white teeth, and your skin, hot
in the high noon sun, is just beginning to turn red.
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Wildfire
Her husband has done everything he can do
to fight, he and neighbors, their trucks mutated
into make-shift fire engines. Rough men
with the smell of pesticides on hands that now
grip the handles of buckets, the corded length
of hoses. Later they burn the ground themselves,
try to leave a wide black swath of nothing alive that
the fire wants. She watches everything burn. As a child
she learned controlled burns for a paper she wrote
in science class, delivered it in a shaking voice with
a poster of a Lodgepole Pine and a Sequoia carefully
colored behind her shoulder. She remembers
they are serotinous as she watches flames leap
over the back-burned line toward the crops she has
staked her life on, meaning they require heat
from the fire to open their cones, to release their seeds,
to save their lives. Her husband's shoulders shake.
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At An Abandoned Ceramics Factory in Shamrock, Oklahoma
You wake early that morning, dress carefully, walk the cracked sidewalks
to the front door of this building in this small town everyone is in the midst of
forgetting. You set to work, take the molds from their shelves, the clay
from their drenched bags. You wedge the clay by hand, kneading it over and over
on the table. There can be no air, no bit of the clay your hands haven't turned,
flattened. This takes you all morning, your fingers stroking and cleaning
the mod before you wrap your work in soft sheets of plastic, hide it away
in the dark of a damp room, go about the rest of your work, finish your day.
You should return in three days, work this clay again, dry this piece well
enough for it to be fired in the kilns you care for, but you never do. Instead,
one day in a hot June twenty years later I break in through the crumbling doors
of the factory and find greenware ready to be fired, though the cords of the kilns
have rotted away, everything ready for the next day's workers who never
clocked in. Your card is the last to be punched out near the time clock, the ink
of your name, careful curls in blue cursive script, too faded to be read.
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Picher-Cardin, Tar Creek Superfund Site
I was standing on ground zero of the biggest environmental disaster in the country, 25 miles from my front porch,
and I had never heard about it. – Matt Myers, director of the TAR CREEK documentary.

A friend tells me, we played there
as children. Parked there as teenagers –
lush bodies spread open, fumbling in
the backseats of cars parked between
the hidden sinkhole ponds. Or climbing
hand in hand through the debris, carefully
through the chat piles and up into the bright
moonlight. The road suddenly stops
between slate mountains of crushed earth
stretching to the sky, the collapsed mouth
gaping open at the lip where it stretches
across our path. Everything lies where it was
left, where the government promised to pay
buyouts, to make something from nothing.
Now the mines collapse, empty streets still
crumbing into husks. No one left to see
the fall, no one left to climb back out.
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Council Oak
West of the city the wild has returned to grow thick over manicured lawns in neighborhoods that
were healthy once – the burr oak grows magic, ancient, towers over the other trees with roots
strangling water lines, brushes braches against bricked buildings. The story goes – when the
government marched the Muskogee, the Creek, the Delaware, the Choctaw, everyone with blood
bounding to thick drums beating across the plains, they rested there, prayed under its thick
stretched branches. A shaman told the white men if they were allowed to stay close to the river
he would bless the tree. The Great Spirt Kishelemukong would protect them from the storms that
twisted destruction across the grey sky.
The white men lied.
White men do.
The shaman blessed the oak anyway, his voice cut from every branch before he was marched
away from the water. No tornado has ever touched down in Tulsa, my husband tells me at the
end of our first date. We walk hand in hand through the trendy shops, veer west. There are things
no one tells you about Tulsa, he says, but I' ve felt the city drumming in my own veins long
enough to know
her blood drenched red dirt.
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Ghost of Centrailia
Across flat plains the earth suddenly swells
around me in mounds left from hands who
died thousands of years before the heartbeat
of this town swelled up thick with the railroad,
with the bank opening, with the mission or
the casino taking root. These small towns move,
beat hard with the boom of oil fields, the wheels
of wagons, the dig of hooves, and then they
stop beating. The heart withers from age, use,
dries and cracks in the heat of the summer
drought. In 1889 men came, boots trudging
through the plains and over these mounds
I drive two hours through them, find what's left
of the gap they left behind, one broken building, a
meth lab. All that holds the world together.
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Methylphenethylamine
Soaring, she hits the shoulder and can see how the world fits together. She exists in pleasure and
sensation and the air moves like fingers on each inch of her skin, exposed, seconds stretching to
hours as her heartbeat roars in her flushed and anxious chest.
The flash is copper on her tongue, fingernails
digging into her skin. She imagines lightning
arcing across the living room, the carpet stained
with the thick memory of her blood. Her fingers
stretch, strum a patter over the prick of the
needle until the sting is gone.
Someone tells her that in World War II soldiers were given meth to keep them awake, handed
pills at the front so they could fight longer, more recklessly, so they would care less about what
they had left behind.
She dreams battlefield boys who come to her
broken, a mob of them shoulder to shoulder,
their scars, their endless desert of dead faces
stretching into a seamless horizon. Her scabbed
hands on each inch of their skin.
She cleans her whole house twice over, loses half a pound and feels the next morning as if she
has run ten miles and can still see snow capping mountains. Her heartbeat roars still, a memory.
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Conversation Downtown, 2003
bitch, you should have seen me back then before but as god as my judge I never said
anything, just tried to respect everyone, I just say the wrong things sometimes
At this point I'm sauntering in winter night cold sweat in this little town big city with grown men
speaking in melodramas and pretensions but there's melody in it somewhere, and they're just
screaming and crumbling around it. I've been here for three weeks but it's suddenly almost
warmer, and I was hoping we could all forget and I could leave again. I can't quite tell when the
smoke is gone in the cold, never learned how to smoke so that it rolls off my tongue, and anyway
you wear your buttoned down strength around you like a shield so yes, I would keep listening if
you would keep talking soft and low that way. The light walks across the facades and me, I can
hear the beat in your words like it's more music than it is.
I used to think that I was prone to fits
of greatness -- now I make my art temporary
so that I can be sure nothing will last
Wrapped in the womb of this small town city, this concrete tornado of sirens and smiles, I forget
why I left, forget the trauma of returning in this breath of sickly sweet cold and hot breath to
keep away chill. There's dancing. There's a song that will never be sung again.
this is the only nowhere that has ever called me back.
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Roads Home
The paths we take to come home again are longer
than those same roads are away. They arc, electricity
lighting the sullen midnight dark, stretching out in
the dim spaces between stars. Maybe tires move
faster, you say, when they're taking us away. When
they aren't weighed down with our failures. These
paths drag years between us, every road leading back
to you. I left so that I could breathe into dust, form life
like I was made of more than this dirt and the things
that lurk inside, but we settle to survive, spores landing
in warm, wet earth. So when I feel older than the roads
we drove away on I think of you, feel something chanting
in my veins that shifts and quakes. I believed that I was
stable, but now I don't remember when we weren't waves
breaking on the shore. Grandfather was right when he said
things slip back into place, when you aren't looking, they shift
and change. He said nothing breaks forever. My roots have
not been moved. He said dogs always know where home is.
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